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Gubernatorial
Visit...

South Dakota Governor Kristi Noem (center) made her first visit to the Todd County School District May 16. Among
those greeting her at Todd County Middle School were, from left, TCSD Exceptional Education Director Carol
Galbraith, SD State Representative Shawn Bordeaux, Rosebud Sioux Tribal President Scott Herman and SD State
Senator Troy Heinert.
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County School District
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Young Archers excel...
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IEP Data available at Ex Ed...

The Family Educational Rights Privacy Act
requires in part that “ All personally identifiable
data maintained on children be destroyed within
five years after data is no longer needed to provide
educational services to the child.”
The Todd County School District Exceptional
Education Department has been maintaining information on some students. The data may consist of
no longer usable individual Educational Programs
(IEP’s); test results; progress reports; referral information; etc...
If you would like to have a copy of any of
the above listed information, please contact Lana
Story on or before July 31, 2019 at (605) 8563513, or stop in at the Exceptional Education
Office in Mission SD. Upon request the information can be mailed to you.
Any of the date information not picked up
or requested by July 31, 2019 will be destroyed on
August 1, 2019.
If you have any questions or concerns, please
feel free to contact Lana.

Top finishers and final scores were...
Girls: First - Aubrey Small Bear 862, Second - Glory Ringing Shield 806,
Third - Dayla Valandra 788.
Boys: First - James Blue Thunder 899 (this was a new all-time high), Second Kason Richards 824, Third - Marshall Smith 767.
This year, 28 fifth grade boys and girls signed up for Archery. The
first week we learned the parts of the Genesis Bows and Arrows, and the
whistle commands used by the NASP (National Archery in the Schools Program). The students also learned how to hold the bow and nock an arrow,
the proper stance in relation to the target. They also learned how to and
what fingers to use to pull the string back and find an anchor point, aim
and release, and the proper technique to pull the arrow from the target.
After all this was accomplished, we started contest shooting and
scoring 100 arrows using the NASP Scoring system. This system has two
rings in yellow, red, blue, black and white rings on the target. The outside
white ring is one point, with the next inside ring worth two points and so on
through to the inner yellow or bullsyee worth 10 points.
This system gives you a chance to make 1,000 points, whooting 100
arrows. We took about 7 days to complete our 100 arrows. The top three
places received trophies, and we all had a pizza party to celebrate the end
of the season. - Tom Guerue, Advisor

TCHS Enrollment Packets
must be completed...
All 2019-20 Todd County High School students must fill out an enrollment packet before
schools begins August 27. This will be used to
update students’ information.
Enrollment will be all summer, 8 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday, in the Student Services Office at the High School.
All students must do an enrollment packet
before school starts. Parents/Guardians can also
sign up for Parent Portal, to access a student’s
records on line.
Please use the outside south door to Guidance. A sign will be in place.
Due to remodeling, the front doors will be
closed.
Thank you, have a great summer.
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South Dakota Governor visits Todd County Middle School...
“This is the best school I have visited anywhere so far in South Dakota,”
Governor Kristi Noem observed, during
her recent visit to TC Middle School.
The Governor spent a few hours
at the school talking with students, staff,
and tribal and other state representatives.
Some discussion centered around
a grant that Middle School had received
from the state. SD Senator Troy Heinert
said positive results could be seen in the
students, but the results are limited.
He added that now is the chance
for the Department of Education to continue the progress that has been made.
“We need to do a better job talking about how well you are doing here,”
Noem said. “We should shed a light on
this. You can feel when you walk in this
school, that it is safe, feels like family.
“You need to see it for yourself or
you never really get a true picture of it,”
she added.

Left - Phil Baird, Sinte Gleska University checks a students’ work. Above, Student
and Guide Extraordinnaire Leona Ritter for
Gov. Noem. Top right - Gov. Noem with TCMS
Principal Dana Haukaas. Below - Gov. Noem
and more Middle School Students.
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Governor Noem talks with Leona about the first ever quilt she is making.

From left - SD Representative Shawn Bordeaux, SD Tribal Relations Secretary Dave Flute, TCSD Instructor Sage Fast Dog, Governor
Noem, surrounded by a group of students, SD Education Secretary Dr. Ben Jones, RST Vice President Scott Herman, SD Senator Troy Heinert.
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Littleburg School presented “The Greatest Show”...

Complete with Circus theme, Littleburg
Students gave a fantastic concert, under the direction of Ms Tammy Russell, to start off the program honoring this year’s Eighth Grade Honoree,
Heidi Ellert.
The paintings shown here are all by the
talented eighth grader.
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Klein School 2019 K-8 Honoring & Concert...

Congratulations Alexa Elk Looks Back, Robert Riley, Anthony Crazy Bull, Chaz Blotsky...
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Congratulations Sophia
Sully - on to First Grade!

...Tess Canet photos...
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Lakeview Spring Concert...
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Noted Hoop Dancer Dallas Chief Eagle comes to Lakeview...
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TCHS presents annual Spring Concert, Art Show....
TCHS Choir:

Women...
Kimi Arvik
Oyate Beauvais
Alissa Bordeaux
Trinity Burning Breast
Kassy Hardesty
Jaimee Larvie
Sophia Mizner
Ty Night Shield

Mr. Ben Lawrence, HS Band/
Choir Director - leaving
TCHS this year.

Men...
Matthew Duysak
Conner McCloskey
Roger Crow Eagle III
Kody Yellow Hawk

Pre and Post concert entertainment by
Jason Marshall.
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TCHS Band:
Flute...
Kendra Elk Looks Back
Reeta Herman
Kimi Arvik
Jonas Grant
Bells...
Trinity Burning Breast
Baritone...
Conner McCloskey
French Horn...
Thaddeus Allen
Percussion...
Philip Leneaugh
Roger Crow Eagle III
Cypriean White Hat
Alto Saxophone...
Callista Baker
Dylan Young
Cheraye Arcoren
Keely Bordeaux

Clarinet...
Mary Gillette
Thailee Baker
Liv Guerue
Tatewin Lamb
Bretany White Hat
Tenor Saxophone...
Blaine LaPointe
Chance Scott
Trumpet...
Isaac Lindskov
Tristan Rogers
Isaac Trimble
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NASA - experience of a lifetime!
Karen Moore returned to the Rosebud last December from a trip to NASA.
Yes, THAT NASA (the National Association
of Space Aeronautics).
Karen never expected she would be
making such a journey. She grew up on
the Rosebud, attending school in St. Francis, Todd County and White River.
In 2006, she and her sister, Laura,
had an after school radio show on KINI
, now KOYA Radio Station. They played
classic rock and announced about two
hours a week.
Before Karen graduated from high
school, she had developed an avid interest in broadcast production. She applied
to several colleges, was accepted at DWU
Mitchell. However, she did not have the
funds as a freshman, and did not want to
take out a loan. Her second interest was
forensics (says she had watched too much
true crime on TV).
So she enrolled at Sinte Gleska
University. The American Indian Science
& Engineering Society has started a chapter there, and she attended some of their
conferences, where she signed up to go to
Robotics Camp at NASA.
Her team at NASA put together a
Rover program, which would pick up broken Rover parts on the moon. Karen was
the communicator for the team.
There was a specially funded project focusing on Tribal colleges and univer-

sities, and after her team’s presentation,
was told there was an internship open at
NASA for the summer.
So she submitted all the necessary paperwork, thinking she probably
wouldn’t be selected.
But one morning she got a call
from Virginia, “and of course you don’t
say ‘No’ to NASA,” she laughed.
Starting the end of May 2018,
Karen spent 10 weeks in Hampton, Virginia with the communications MAIANASE
Team (which seeks to increase American
Indian and Alaskan Native engagement in
science, technology and engineering and

mathematics, STEM) through unique NASA
experiences. Karen’s team created brochures to hand out at the conferences.
She came back the end of July, and
worked with the SGU Media Department
until she graduated the end of August.
Another call came in from Virginia
and she applied again. She was looking
for any excuse to go back, she said. So, of
course, accepted. She had a week to figure
out how to get there, where to live, etc.
It was a three-day trip from Rapid
City to Hampton. “A cool adventure it was
not,” she said. “The second night the driver
was turning around on the Interstate somewhere between Ohio and Pennsylvania and
got stuck. The passengers stood in the rain
and cold for two hours.
“But I lived to tell the tale,” she
laughed.
The second month in September,
Karen was in the Minority Serving Institution as a Sustainability Intern. Her mentors were part of a team collecting online
database, looking for MSI schools to help
them with projects.
She also helped out with Robotic
competitions in Hampton, organized,
helped students, food, etc. She wrote a proposal for Tier Two of the competition.
Quite an experience being at the National Association of Space Administration,
but really happy to come home right before
Christmas.
The young NASA veteran is now
looking at Grad School.
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Boyd, Cournoyer elected to TCSD Board of Education...

...Debra Boyd...

Incumbent Debra Boyd
took the most votes for Todd
County School District Board
of Education School Board
Member in the June 4 Election. This will be her second
term in office. She is currently
Vice President of the Board.
Timothy Cournoyer won
the second seat on the Board,
vacated by Board President
Sandra K. Dillon.
Boyd claims a nice win
with 269 votes. Cournoyer’s
tally was 199.
Monica Rahn gleaned
176 votes, followed by Alex
Frederick with 142, Melissa

Whipple 137, Sandra Wright
62 and Calvin Jones 46.
Boyd and Cournoyer
have both been employees of
the District. Boyd as He Dog
School Principal and Cournoyer was Transportation &
Maintenance Supervisor.
The newly-elected board
members will take their oath
of office at the Monday, July 8
Organizational Meeting of the
Board, 5:30 p.m., Curriculum
Center, Business Office, Mission.
See election results details below

Todd County School District Board Election Results

...Timothy Cournoyer...
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Dallas Chief Eagle brings Hoop Dancing to Rosebud Elementary
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No fish, but we
had a great day!
(Rosebud Preschool)
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Congratulations Rosebud Preschool Grads...
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He Dog Elementary participates in Tatanka (Buffalo) harvest...
On Thursday, April 24,
He Dog Elementary called on
and worked with the Tatanka
Oyate in a good way. In collaboration with Rosebud Sioux
Tribe (RST) Game, Fish &
Parks, students and staff participated in a Tatanka (Buffalo) harvest.
The harvest was made
at Blue Horse Flats, outside of
the community of Parmelee.
Richard Moves Camp, Lakota elder, led the group with
prayer. Gabe Red Kettle and
the He Dog Elementary singers assisted with a Tatanka
Olowan (Buffalo song).
Afterwards, the butch-

ering process took place at He
Dog Elementary, where staff
and students along with NAASG review team, could offer
hands-on assistance.
Local elder Sharon Fool
Bull led the butchering process, with her Cunksi (Daughter) Monique Fool Bull and Takoja (Granddaughter) Denisa
Black Horse all of Upper Cut
Meat Community. Assistance
was also given from the RST
Alcohol Program staff. All the
meat was given to the young
relatives to take home and
share with their families.
- NISN He Dog Fellow
Lynette White Hat

Dinesa Black Horse
helps clean taniga.
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Felix Eagleman - taniga
Felix Eagleman intestines

He Dog Students offer
hands-on assistance

“Like us the Buffalo went through a hard time.
Like us they were almost exterminated. But we
are strong so we are both still here.”
~Richard Moves Camp

Sharon Fool Bull
teaches her Takoja how
to butcher...

Salting the hide...
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He Dog presents - ‘We are a Horse Nation’
He Dog’s curriclum on Sinte Gleska
University - Tiwahe Glu Kinipi (Bringing the
Family back to life) “We are a Horse Nation” a
success! These student pictures tell their feeling about the program.
- NISN He Dog Fellow Lynette White Hat

Above and left - from June Elk Looks Back’s Class...

LoriLoLori
Lori
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Todd County Staff made progress, had fun learning Lakota Language...
Staff from several schools around the
District came together on Monday nights to
learn Lakota in action. The class, taught by
TC Lakota teachers Allen Wilson (TCMS) and
Rena Johnson (TCES), has been successful in
getting TC members from Rosebud, He Dog,
and the schools in Mission to speak confidently in Lakota.
Techniques including repetition, total
physical response, and immersion to keep
participants engaged and on their toes while
avoiding internally translating before speaking and writing.
(“Translating [while speaking] puts
Lakota in the back,” Wilson instructed his
students recently in a class.) Participants
move around the classroom to ask and answer questions of each other, play interactive
games that demand quick thinking, and are
called on to use new vocabulary and sentence
structures as soon as they are introduced.
This is not Wilson’s first time offering the classes to teachers. Since his first
semester in the Todd County School District,
teachers at the Middle School have benefited
from his language classes, and last semester, with Johnson on board, the course was
offered at the curriculum center to educators
across the District. Many of the participants
in this spring’s course have taken Lakota in
the past, testifying to a persistent motivation
to learn, practice and speak. Wilson, from St.
Francis, hopes the classes nourish “a drive
and determination to continue learning Lakota independently as well as to incorporate
it into their classrooms.”
Course participants were made aware
early on of the impact of joining the body of

By Valeria Wicker, English/Language
Arts Teacher, He Dog School

Lakota language learners across the Dakotas
and elsewhere. On the Rosebud Reservation
alone there are only an estimated few hundred fluent speakers left, with the average
age of them being around 70 years old.
In 2016, the United Nations adopted a
resolution declaring 2019 the International
Year of Indigenous Languages, raising awareness that 40 percent of the world’s estimated
6,700 languages are in danger of disappearing. Actively learning Lakota is an important
local action that can also serve to counter
this global trend. Furthermore, this year a bill
was passed in the South Dakota legislature
and signed into law by Governor Kristi Noem
recognizing the language of Očhéthi Šakówič
(the collective dialects of Lakota, Dakota and
Nakota) as the official indigenous language
of the state. This law will go into effect on
July 1, 2019.
Staff in the class enjoyed benefits
both inside and outside of the classroom. “I
was raised in a fluent speaking Lakota home
but was never taught our language because
of our past traumas of the boarding school
era,” said Oyate Burnette, first-grade teacher
at Rosebud Elementary. “I am building good
memories with my mother, who is fluent, by
having good conversations about our language and culture.” Burnette adds that the
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classes help shape her students’ Lakota identity. She composes her classroom morning
messages entirely in Lakota and integrates
the language into daily activities.
Heide Olson, music teacher, grew up
outside of Mission and attended Todd County
schools. This class has given her an opportunity to advance in the language beyond what
she learned up until the eighth grade. “Learning Lakota has helped me in the classroom,”
Olson says, “I think it gives students a sense
of pride. When they have more pride, they
work harder in the classroom.”
The learning atmosphere had levity and friendly camaraderie which allowed
participants to feel comfortable taking risks
and to have fun while doing so. In addition to
Lakota, a visitor to the Monday evening class
would hear laughter and teachers supporting and encouraging one another as they
learn. Wilson stresses that the approach he
takes to teaching adults is different from
how he works with middle schoolers. With
the latter, he engages the students in discussions about their interests--often having to do
with pop culture--to make learning relatable,
while nurturing their growth in the language.
Wilson included his students as assistants in
the adult classes, which in turn helped them
to build self-confidence in using Lakota more
fluidly.
“It is amazing to have them assist in
class and I enjoy it when they do,” Wilson
said.
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Survival Guide to the Rosebud Reservation...
When you first arrive
on the Rosebud Indian Reservation, it is helpful to understand that you are entering
one of the poorest counties in
the country. We have some of
the highest crime rates, such
as drug trafficking, domestic
violence, sexual assault and
abuse, and DUI’s.
Growing up on the
Rosebud Reservation, you are
exposed to many different
things as a child that many
are not. You could compare
the circumstances to the
Projects in a big city. Here,
you grow up to situations no
child should experience. However, around here, you have a
choice to become either part
of the problem or the solution.
That depends on if you can
make it through the day.
This is an exclusive look
at my guide to survival on the
Rosebud Reservation:
To educate you about
the land, the people, and how
you can succeed against all
odds here, first and foremost
you will see that there are
many boarded-up houses.
Some are abandoned or just
vacant. However, it is not surprising to find that a certain
house was boarded up due to
methamphetamines. This evil
drug plagues the communities and destroys families. For
people who have never lived
here, they would not realize
that many families here deal
with this issue daily. My tip
to anyone, is to steer clear of
anyone involved with meth, or
encourage them to seek help.
Whatever you do, never, ever
try meth.
Besides meth, other

drugs and alcohol are just
some of the many problems
here.
“If you are a young Lakota,
learning your culture and
following this spiritual path is a
great way to keep a positive
perspective.”
- Kameron Packard

To survive such circumstances on the “Rez,” the few
who succeed are those who
are aware and make positive
choices. It is easy for young
people to get lost with all the
bad influences that surround
them. This is where my survival guide comes in, to help
anyone wanting to be successful on the Reservation. Here,
I will tell you three key steps
that will increase the chances
of your survivability.
Step Number One: Stay
away from drugs and alcohol.
As I have said before,
it is best to not even try them.
Many people on the Rosebud
and surrounding areas primarily smoke marijuana. In
today’s world, it has become
widely accepted to smoke
weed. However, here in South
Dakota, it is still illegal and
harmful. Alternatively, it
greatly affects your income,
which is not good, especially
when you are living in a poverty area such as this. It is
simply best not to spend $20
a day or so for a temporary
high.
Step Two: Become more
active.
This does not mean you
have to join a gym, but rather
just be moire active, such as
going for walks, playing basketball (which is very popular
around here), or any activity

that keeps you on your feet.
Exercising is just one of many
positive habits you should develop, that will help keep you
on the right track. Not only
will you look and feel better,
you will realize your physical
health can also affect your
mental health, which leads me
to the next step.
Step Three: Keep a positive mind.
It is hard to think
positive in a place such as the
Reservation. To grow up poor
around alcoholics and drug
addicts, makes a person grow
up fast. You either become
a part of the problem, or
you’re a part of the solution,
as I said before. This kind of
information and environment
does heavy wear and tear on
a person’s mental health. We
have very high depression
and suicide rates, especially
among teens. The best option
in dodging or helping with
your depression if you are
dealing with it, is to become
part of the culture. If you are
a young Lakota, learning your
culture and following this
spiritual path is a great way
to keep a positive perspective.
You can still do this, even if
you are not from here.
“I believe one way that can
definitely lead you to success is
higher education.”
- Kameron Packard

This is a survival guide for
anyone who comes to the
Reservation. If you are going
to live here, you might as well
know the culture. This step is
really based on what you do
to keep positive. Learning the
culture and the spiritualism is

Kameron Packard

Achievement School Graduate
Todd County Class of 2019

one thing, but having a passion that lets you overcome
the negative is just as great.
Now, I know I said three
steps, but honestly, there are
many ways to become successful on the Reservation.
I believe one way that can
definitely lead you to success
is higher education. The Rosebud has seen more high school
graduates in recent years than
ever before, and more who are
attending college. A college
degree will definitely increase
your survival here on the Reservation.
In conclusion, I believe
that living on the Reservation,
you are challenged with many
different things with which
people who don’t live here are
faced. Just remember, it is up
to you to decide your future.
I have given you my
keys to living and surviving
here, but the question is:
Will you be part of the
solution, or will you continue
to be the problem?
It is your choice.
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Rosebud Elementary Actors, Actresses present ‘Treasure Hunt”...

The Dakota Players assisted 55 Rosebud Elementary
actors and actresses in performing the play “Treasure
Hunt.” Thank You to over 100 family members for attending our performance!
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A Beautiful Sight!...

Thanks to the Oceti Sakowin Team and other volunteers
for making their vision of ribbon skirts and shirts for ALL
fifth grade students come true!

2019-20 TCSD Administrators...
Roberta Bizardie - Principal - Spring Creek, Lakeview
Bobbie Cox - Principal - Todd County Elementary
Vikki Eagle Bear - Principal - He Dog
Michael Hammer - Assistant Principal - TC High School
Dana Haukaas - Principal - TC Middle School
Teana Heinert - Principal - TC Achievement, Okreek, Klein,
Wanbli Waconi Tipi, Littleburg
Jody Jackson - Assistant Principal - TC Elementary
Chris Mosner - Assistant Principal - TC Middle School
Randy Pirner - Principal - TC High School
Jane Shelbourn - Director of Federal Programs
Marlys Walkling - Principal - Rosebud Elementary

Words of
Wisdom from
TCHS Seniors
As the year winds down, and
we find ourselves stressed, frustrated,
and exhausted, perhaps what we
need is a glimpse into what resides
in the hearts, minds, and souls of our
students.
Here are some quotes from
student papers from English 12, College English and College Literature. I
hope you find them as inspiriting and
uplifting as I do.
- Ms. Rich, Instructor

“I have noticed my life
is happier since I stopped being
scared of doing what I love and
turned that fear into something
that pushes me forward instead of
holding me back.”
“The lessons we learn
along the way of achieving our
dreams can open up the doors to
different opportunities. Parenting
is going to be hard but always love
your child with everything you
have in you, even if you end up a
single parent. I learned that parents love us no matter what we go
through;, even if they pass away,
they are still smiling. Complaining
gets you nowhere, but hard work
gets you everywhere. You decide
the path you take. You can either
be miserable or you can live your
life to the fullest.”
“Then it hit me; life is not
about getting from point A to point
B, it is about the act of living and
experiencing. The journey is far
more of a learning experience than
the destination; that is the mind-set
to have.”
“The biggest lesson that Randy
Pausch taught me is that I do not
have to wait until I am going to die
to appreciate people, to follow my
dreams, and to enjoy my life while
I still can like Tigger from Winnie
the Pooh would.”
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...Elementary Participation Report...
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“This little girl is young and
following what she believes in, but
most of all, thinking for herself. I
tend to follow what others do and
not think for myself; next time I will
use Sylvia as an example when I
want to do what I believe in.”
“I want to do so much for
this world and be remembered for
it in some way. I want to make my
family proud, especially my mom;
she wants to see a star, and I can do
it for her. All I have to do is follow
my dreams.”
“Devote some of your time
to help others. This could be holding
the door for someone, volunteering
at the homeless shelter, or doing extra chores around the house. I have
noticed when I help others, I feel
better about myself rather than just
watching them struggle. You will
find that the deeds that go unnoticed will make you feel better than
getting the praise.”
“It makes you think… would
you want a life of pain and adversity, where life has more meaning or
live a painless life of pleasure without any meaning at all? In the end,
John says, “But I don’t want comfort.
I want God, I want poetry, I want
real danger, I want freedom, I want
goodness” (240). Who wants to live
a life with no choice or excitement;
I suppose it means you turn out unhappy. Like John, “I’m claiming the
right to be unhappy” (Fahrenheit
451, 240). The novel made me realize that I am in control of how I live
my life, and I should take advantage
of it.”
“She taught people to live
in the moment; she taught people
not to stress over issues that were
not worth stressing over. She taught
people how to overcome their fears
and do something crazy at least
once everyday. She taught people
how to achieve their dreams by
working hard and never quitting.
Tonya taught us how to live.”
“Know your personality
type, but do not let it control or
define you. Most of the time society
is not the one putting labels on us,
we do it ourselves. Labeling yourself
can prove dangerous, and can be

a lie. By labeling yourself, you are
saying that you cannot change, that
you are stuck as that label for the
rest of your life, and there is nothing that can be done about it. On the
contrary, humans have the wonderful ability to change and adapt, so
do not let this, or anything else for
that matter, hinder you on your
journey.”
“The great effect of being
happy with yourself and loving
yourself is that you are able to give
that same love to other people as
well. You stop comparing yourself;
you stop envying others for what
they have. You also stop pointing
out other people’s flaws, and you notice their positive qualities instead.”
“Giving your heart to someone else can feel like you are walking on eggshells every day of your
life, but if you can learn to trust
someone else to take care of you
as you take care of them, then you
can also learn to enjoy being with
that person and potentially form a
unique, special love with them.”
“In my eyes, normal is a
word for people who cannot handle
the courage to be more than a clone
of someone else. If the word “normal” did not exist, our lives would
be slightly better because we then
would start to truly be ourselves. We
do not need a “normal” person on a
pedestal showing us how to live and
act. Instead, let us break free from
this world of seeing one color as the
only color, and live in a world that
can love the entire spectrum.”
“The type of storms that
happen each season as we live life is
the best part of the world we live in,
even when it is dangerous at times.
Each tree (each of us) was described
in a way of forming its own song
with the wind, or its own gestures,
which was something so beautiful
about this story.”
“The mark that I want to
leave behind is to aspire to inspire. I
want to inspire the younger generations on this reservation. I want
them to see my peers work hard and
to see that it all pays off in the end.
I want the next generation to take
care of their elders and to carry on

the traditional ways. I want them to
respect each other and to take care
of one another. I want them to keep
our people going, keep the Lakota
ways strong.”
“In a world where there are
so many voices, all someone wants
is to be heard. Listening is the ability
to process what someone is feeling
while talking to you. Giving someone a chance to talk as you listen is
real power.”
“The Lakota people used
to live and walk with these seven
sacred virtues. They use to walk in
a prayer. As in everything they did
was a prayer: Walking was a prayer,
laughing was a prayer, talking was
a prayer. The Lakota people were
sacred, more sacred than we are
now. Times have changed, but the
Lakota people are slowly getting
stronger and stronger.”
“In a way the people have
turned to blighting each other and
nature due to their desperation
for materialistic items that can be
bought, and have become careless
of what is freely given to them.
Taking the flowers and plants for
granted, and ignoring the facts the
ecosystems are failing as well as
the ozone layer is burning up are
examples of blighting nature. Oil is
polluting the oceans; animals are
going extinct, and for what? Big
companies that control the oil and
shipping it by pipelines are being
controlled by money and doing their
job carelessly...for us. We demand
more and more, and pay more and
more, so these companies will never
stop.”
“The story reminds us how
technology is changing our lives for
the worse, how it is making us forget the beauty of nature, and how
important it is to go outside and experience it. Nature will not stay this
way forever, and we should enjoy it
while it is still around.”
“I value the scars on my soul
and body like I value all life. They
are medals of honor that outshine
every negative thought or emotion. They tell me that what I went
through was honorable, and I will
always be okay.”

“If I cannot reach my
dreams, I am fine with that. I am
okay with being to be a stay home
mother with my own children. I
will happily watch them smile,
laugh, learn, speak and grow into
something more. I will make sure
they find, follow, and achieve their
dreams.”
“To me, giving up is no
longer the option; it cannot be a
option when you have places to be,
people and places to see, a person to
become, and people to prove wrong.
It is all up to you whether or not
you will stand back up after being
knocked down. Are you fighter or a
giver-upper?”
“I learned to use the abilities I brought to the table along
with encouragement; I began to see
progress not only physically but also
the way I processed information to
overcome self-doubt.”
“Have you ever heard of
the saying, “BE a bottle of water not
soda?” Well say the bottle is you,
whatever is in it is your emotions
and reactions. People who hate and
envy you are going to try and rattle
you and shake you from time to
time. If you shake a bottle of soda,
once you open it, it explodes. If you
shake a bottle of water and open it,
it is still the same calm water it was
before it got shook up. Do not let
anyone disturb your peace.”
“When you think that you
cannot do anything right, look left.”
“I never felt a pain like that
in my life before, and from the time
my dad was diagnosed with cancer,
I would never wish that pain on
anyone. We went five months of not
knowing what as wrong; it honestly
felt like the longest wait ever. I always wonder how life would be like,
if his surgery went differently, even
though I should not be thinking
like that. It makes you think of how
great your life is.”
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Okreek Honoring...

Eighth Grade Honoree...
Laila Petite

Okreek Kindergarten Class...

Britney Bordeaux, Aurora Fast Horse.
Desirae Fast Horse, Jaelynn Prue
Alysson Reifel, Daelynd Reifel
Thailee Roubideaux, Arion Spidle
Carter Willcuts
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Dreamcatcher

School’s Out!!!
Looks like total joy, as the majority of Todd County Middle School Staff gathered on the last day for a
final photo for the 2018-19 School Year.
A huge shout-out to all students, staff, parents and community members from Middle School, as well
as the rest of the Todd County School District Staff.
Have a great summer! Be safe!

